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ABSTRACT
An optical neural net, content addressable memory that
does not include electronics or slow optics in the feedback path. The memory comprises an optical vectormatrix multiplier that includes a spatial light modulator
and input and output optics, and optical feedback means
for returning the outputs of the multiplier to the inputs.
Presentation of panial data at selected inputs causes the
neural net to iterate at light speed to determine the
corresponding output data. An anangement is described for providing bipolar operations and for letting
any group of elements act as the net stimulus.
15 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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operator, i.e.. element k of S ( m + l ) depends only upon
Output astigmatic processor 32 is omitted from FIG. 2
input sum ik and na.
to simplify the illustration. The spatial light modulator
Data may be stored in neural network 10 in the form
and the input and output astigmatic processors form an
of the transmittance values tjk. In panicular, let the data
optical vector-matrix multiplier of a type known in the
to be stored in the network be represented by a set of R 5 art. For use in the present invention. spatial light modulinearly independent vectors fr of length L. L being
lator 26 is a Q x L rectangular array of modulator elegreater than or equal to R. The vectors fr will be rements 40. Input array 24 comprises a linear array of P
ferred to as library vectors. These vectors can be assemLEDGS 42. ~h~ input array
p continous level
bled into a library matrix F as follows:
electrical input signals via bus 44. and connects each
lo electrical input signal to one of L E D s 42. and such that
F=V,Y2:. . . :f~l
I"
each L E D produces an optical input signal that varies
in intensity in accordance with the corresponding elecIt can be shown that the data represented by
trical input signal. As will be clear below, the P signals
vectors i, can be stored in a neural net by determining
produced by LEDs 42 represent the vector fp in Equathe transmittance matrix T as follows:
l 5 tion (8).
T=FIF~O-'F'
11)
Fiber-optic bundle 28 comprises Q individual fiberoptic cables 50. On the left-hand side of spatial light
Conceptually, the L x L matrix T formed in accordance
modulator 26 (as shown in FIG. 2), fiber-optic cables 50
with Equation (5) projects any point in the L dimenare arranged such that their terminations 52 form an
sional state space of the neural net onto the R drmen- 20 extension of input array 24. The Q fiber-optic cable
sional subspace spanned by the library vectors.
terminations 52 represents vector S d m ) in Equation
The present invention utilizes neural net 10 to form a
(8). Spatial light modulator 26 represents the transmitcontent addressable memory. In one embodiment, it is
tance or interconnect matrix T , and the spatial light
assumed that the first P elements of vector f are known
modularor together with the input and output astigmaor specified, and it is desired to determine the remaining
tic processors performs the matrix-vector multiplication
Q elements of the library vector that provides the closindicated on the right-hand side of Equation (8). Input
est match to the P elements of f, where P + Q = L . T o
asti_ematic processor 30 focuses the light from each
accomplish this, the node operator N is defined as folLED and
direction in FIG. 2.
in [he
lows:
30 but spreads the light horizontally, so that each L E D and
termination produces a horizontal sheet o r a plane o f
.V.A=V~;A~]~
16'
light, as illustrated by reference numerals 56. T o simoifv
t h a illustratons. FIG. 2 only illustrates the plane; 0-f
where A is any vector, where fpdenotes a vector conlight from the
LED and Ihe lowermost Iertaining the first P elements of f, and where AQcontains
[he last Q elements of A. T ~ U S[he
, node operator N of 35 mination. The divergence angle and thickness of each
each LED O r
plane are selected so that the light
Equation ( 6 ) forces the first P elements of A to be equal
termination is distributed to. and only to, all modulator
to the known or specified
fp, and leaves the last
elements 40 ofacorresponding horizontal row o f spatial
Q
of A uncharged, can [hen be shown [hat
light
26.
the iteration of Equation (3) will converge if P is less
Each modulator element 40 includes an input aperthan or equal to R, and if the first P rows of F form a 40
ture on the side facing input optics 30. and an exit apermatrix of full rank.
I t will be noted that f o r the node operator o f E
~ ~ture ~on the
. side facing output optics 32. Each modulator
element modulates a property of the light recsived at its
tion (61, some of the operations indicated in Equation
input apenure. to produce modulated light at its elit
(3) are not required. since the node operator replaces
the first P elements o f the input sum T.S(m) with ip.T o 45 apenure. In a preferred embodiment, the modulation
take advantage of this fact, one can first rewrite Equa.
consists of modulating the intensity of lisht. in which
case spatial light modulator 26 consists of a sheet o r
tion (3) as follows:
screen on which each area corresponding to one of the
modulator elements has a piedetermlned optical tmns(,)
50 mittance at the wavelength at which LED8 42 emit. A
Sdm - I )
= ,y [~][9%]
s ~ -m 11
photographic negative o r the like may be used for [he
spatial light modulator for applications in which the
library vectors d o not change. Alternatively. a prowhere Tp and T Q a r e the first P and the 1 s t Q rows of
grammable spatial light modulator may be used in
T . respectrvely, and Sp and Spare the first P and lart Q
elements, respectively. of the state vectors. For the 55 which the transmittance of each modulator element can
be controlled by an electrical signal applied to the spanode operator N of Equation (6). Sp(m+ 1) is set equal
to f,, and. these elements therefore d o not need to be
tial light modulator. In either case, the modulator elements in each row of spatial light modulator 26 receive
calculated. Equation (7) then reduces to:
the light produced by a corresponding one of L E D s 42
(81 60 o r terminations 52 via input astigmatic optics 30.
Output astigmatic processor 32 is positioned to receive light emerging from the exit apenures of modulalor elements 40, and causes light from the modulator
elements in a given vertical column of the spatial lieht
An apparatus for implementing Equation (8) in accordance with the present invenlion is illustrated in FIGS. 65 modulator to be collected and conveyed to the termination 58 of one of fiber-optic cables 50. Fiber-optic bun.
2 and 3. The apparatus includes input array 24. spatial
light modulator 26. fiber-optic bundle 28. input asllgmadle 28 then cocveys this light back lo terminations 52 to
tic processor 30 and output atligmatic processor 32.
continue the iteration. From the above description. ii
'

[
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will be appreciated that the arrangement illustrated in
FIGS. 2 and 3 provides an all optical implemenlation of
Equation (a), with LEDs 42 and terminations 52 representing fpand S Q ( ~ )respectively.
,
spatial light modulator 26 representing transmittance matrix TQ, and the 5
signals ~ r o d u c e dat rerminations 58 representing SQ
(m+ 1). However, unlike prior implementations of the
illustrated vector-matrix multiplier, the iteration is performed continuously at the speed oflight. and the a m ratus does not include any electronics o r slow optics 10
(e.g.. phase conjugation mirrors) in Ihe feedback path.
shown in
and can
Output from lhe
be derived by sampling the optical signals passing
through fiber-optic bundle 28 at a convenient point in
the feedback path. One suitable arrangement is shown in
FIG. 4. Light exiting from termination 52 of each fiheroptic cable 50 is passed through a high transmission
beamsplitter 60 that reflects a small predetermined fracof the light towards photodetector 62, and
the remainder of the light to continue to input astigma2o
tic processor 30.
practical implementation
of [he optical neural net
losses of light as it
must take into account
cycles rhrough the cycle. If can easily be shown that if
the number of neurons is much greater than the number
of library vectors, i.e., if L > > R , then each transmit. 25
tance value t,a is usually much less than one. This feature provides the ability to compensate for absorpdve
losses by scaling the elements t,k upward to cancel such
losses in each feedback path, without exceeding the
maximum passive transmittance value of unity. In this
compensation technique, the storage capacity of the
network increases as the absorptive losses decrease.
Even in those cases in which not all tjr elements are
much less than one. the fault tolerance that is inherent in
neural networks will generally permit satisfactory operation even if some of the tjk elements are clipped o r
limited by the scaling process.
For most practical applications, it will be desirable to
permit the T Q matrix and the input fp to contain both
positive and negative numbers. However the incoherent
optics in the illustrated implementation can only add
and multiply positive numbers. A straightfonvard solution to rhis problem is to rewrite each matrix and vector
as the sum of positive and negative m a t e or vector as -45
follows:

6

90 and 92, and fiber-optic bundles 86 and 88..The neural
net also comprises input and output astigmatic processors for each spatial light modulator. T h e processors
have been omitted for ease of illusrration. Spatial light
modulator 90 includes an upper half 94 representing
Tp*, and a lower half 96 representing T~.'. Each half 9 4
and 96 includes a Q X L array of
elements
similar to [hat shownin FIG, 2. However in upper half
94, modulator elements corresponding to
bersare set to
i.e., [hey transmit no light. similarly,
in [he lower half 96 representing T ~ - ,modulator ele.
ments corresponding to positive numbers are set to zero.
1, comparison to F I ~ 2,, the rows and columns of
modulators
and 92 have been reversed,
array
comprises
LEDs 132 which are

energized in accordance with electrical input signals
representing fp- on bus 134. Similarly. input array 82
comprises L E D s 136 that are energized in accordance
with electrical signals representing fp- on bus 138. Fiber-optic cable bundle 86 comprises Q individual fiberoptic cables 100. Each fiber-optic cable 100 includes a
terminalion 102 on the input side of the spatial light
modulator 90. The other end of each fiber-optic cable
100 branches, via a suitable fiber OPtlc coupler inor
shown) to form fiber-optic cables 110 and 112 that include terminations 114 and 116, respectively, on the
output side of the spatial light modulators. Similarly,
fiber-optic bundle 88 includes fiber-optic cables 120 that
include terminations 122 on the input side of spatial
light modulator 92 and that branches at the other end to
form fiber-optic cables 124 and 126 that include terminations 128 and 130. respectively, on the output side of
the spatial light modulators. In an alternate arrangement. fiher optlc cable paxrs such as 110 and 112 are not
coupled, but their input side terminations are instead
positioned immediately adjacent to one another to approximate a single point source similar to termmation
122.
~ i ~ h t from each tenination 102 and each
LED 132 is focused horizontally and spread vertically
processor, such that the light is
by the input
directed to. and only to, a single column of spatial light
go. similarly,
light exiting from terminations
122 and LED^ 136 is focused horizontally and spread
venically such that the light is directed to, and only to.
one column of spatial light modulator 92. On the output
Tp= T Q - - T ~ 19'
side, light emerging from the exit apertures of the modulator elements in each row of upper half 94 is collected
.-),
+Ipand input into termination 114 of one of fiber-opric
SQO=Sp-O-5p-l)
(11)
cables 110. Termination 116 of the associated fiber-optic
cable 112 receives the light emerging from the exit
T h e matrix TQ-, for example. is formed by setting all
apenures of the modulator element in the correspondthe negative elements in T Q to zero, whereas TQ- is
ing row of lower half 99. In a similar manner. light from
formed by setting a11 positive elements in T Q to zero. 5 5 the modulator elqments in each row of lower half 96 is
collected at termination 130 of one of fiber-optic cables
Similar operations are performed for the vectors fpand
SQ. Equation (8) can then be rewritten as
126. and light from the corresponding row of upper half
98 is collected at terminalion 128 of one of fiber-optic
cables 124.
1" the embodiments described above, it has been
sQ-,- + 11 b$Sp-(m)
50-1mI
assumed that the P neurons that provided the rtimulus
o r input signal were represented by the first P neurons
of the library vector that was to be retrieved from the
3,
neural net. FIG. 6 illustrates a neural nerwork o f four
SQ-I1 , = Tp5 -tml
65 neurons (L=4) that is similar to rhar shown in FIG. 2.
but in which any P neurons can act as the net stimclus.
The neural net comprises input array 150. switch array
An all optical implementation of Equations (12) and
(13) ts illustrarcd in FIG. 5. The neural net includes
152. spatial l ~ g h tmodulators 1% and 156 fiber optic
input arrays 80 and 82. identical spatial light modulators
bundle 158, and inpul selection means 158. The input
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and output astigmatic processors have again been omitnew library vector fonto the subspace T , and the vector
ted to simplify the figure. Except as noted below, each
E
spatial light modulator is similar to spatial light modula(14
~=tl-TI/
tor 26 of FIG. 2.The input and switch arrays are positioned on the input sides of spatial light modulators 154 5
is orthogonal to T. with I representing the identir?
and 156. Input array 150 includes four LEDs 160 that
matrix. One wishes to extend the dimensions of the
may be selectively activated or energized by corresubspace T by one dimerision in the direction of E. The
sponding electrical input signals received from input
selection means via bus 162. For reasons explained bevector E can be easily computed by one synchronous
low, input selection means 158 also provides signals to 10 iteration of the neural net after imposing stares equal to
f on the neurons. The vector E divided by its magnitude
switch array 152 that indicate which LED's have been
activated. Fiber optic bundle 158 comprises L (i.e..
will be the unit vector orthogonal to T , and the updated
transmittance matrix T- is therefore
four) fiber optic cables 166. One end of each fiber optic
cable 166 terminates in switch array 152. and the switch
array either passes or blocks the optical signal from I 5
ll!l
r- =
each fiber optic cable 166 to produce an optical feedET E
back signal at termination 168 of corresponding output
cable 170. The other end of fiber optic cable 166 inT' now projects any vector or subspace onto the new
cludes termination 172 positioned on the output sides of
subspace formed by the closure of T and E or. equivathe spatial light modulators.
lently. T and f This procedure may be initiated by
In the illustrated network, the middle two neuron
setting all interconnects set to zero, and is similar to that
states are known, and input selection means 158 thereof the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization.
fore provides input vector fp by activating themiddle
If (I-T)f is equal to zero, then library vector f is
two LEDs 160 in input array 150. As in the neural net
already in the subspace T. and no updating is required.
of FIG. 2. the inout astiematic Drocessor converts the
in practice, computational accuracy will rarely resul~in
t w o LED^'^^^^ planes of light 176
light from the
an exact equality. Thus if a criteria of exact equality Is
that strike corresponding rows of spatial light modulaused, addition of a library vector that is already in the
tor 156. Light from each column ofspatial lightmodulasubspace will cause the addition of a new dimension to
tor 156 is collected by the output astigmatic processor
and focused onto terminations 172. Switch array 152 30 the subspace in a random direction dictated by compublocks light from the fiber optic cables 166 that corretational or other noise. Thus to insure the network is
learning something useful, it is advisable to compare the
spond to the activated LED's, i.e. from the middle two
product E?E to some appropriate threshold prior to
fiber optics cables 166, and permits transmisson of light
from the outer two fiber optic cables. The purpose of
updating.
the switch array is thus to insure that the signals repre- 35 T o carry out this learning procedure, the entire input
array is excited corresponding to the new library vecsenting the input vector fp are not contaminated by
feedback signals. Switch array 152 can comprises either
tor. and the vector E is then determrned by subtracting
the network output from the input, as per Equation (14).
electro-optic or optic-optic toggle switches that turn off
the fiber optic cables corresponding to the locations of
~ h neural
,
interconnects
are [hen
using =on.
the neurons with known states. Such switches can OPer- 40 ventional electronics to adjust the transmittance matrlx
ate in the gigahertz range with small attenuation.
T i n accordance with Equation (15). For this technique.
As illustrated in FIG. 6, the output of switch array
the
transmittance matrix T must be available.
152 is multiplied by spatial light modulator 154 in a
rather t h a r j u s t ~ p Furthermore.
.
the source array must
manner similar to.that for spatial light modulator 26 of
be extended to include those neurons whose stare is
FIG. 2. Spatial light modulator 154 is also adjusted for 45 determined by the output neurons, and the output de.
feedback losses, in a manner similar to that discussed
those
tector means must be extended to include
earlier for the embodiment of FIG. 2. However spatlal
associated with the input neurons as
Stares
light modulator 156 is not in the feedback path, and
well as any ,.hidden,. neurons of the type described
therefore is not adjusted for feedback losses. Thus spabelow,
tial light modulators 154 and 156 are similar to one 50
is a single output neuron in a neural net, a n d
If
another, except that the transmittancesofthe modulator
neural state is known to be either one or
the
elements of spatial light modulator 154 are increased to
minus one, then it can be shown that the sign of the
compensate for losses. The superposition of the contrioutput State is COIrect after one iteration. By superposi.
butions from
light
156 and 154 are
collected at terminations 172. and the iteration proceeds 55 tion, this result can be extended to an arbitrary number
was
as long as each
OUtPUt
at the speed of light. As with the embodiment of FIG. 2,
trained
only
c
m
library
vectors
consisting
of
plus
one
as shown in FIG, 4, and
output means can be
and minus one value. Thus if there criteria are met, the
bipolar operations can be implemented by a straightfor.
ward
ofthe
shown in FIG. 5.
neural net does not require feedback. and the problem
Equation (5) for calculating the transmittance matrix 63 of absorptive losses is no longer an issue.
In the embodiments described so far, the number o f
T will in many cases be computationally unacceptable.
input-output
relationships that can be stored in a netH
~ the transmittance
~
~
~can be determined
~
~
,
work cannot exceed P, the number of stares that are
by the neural network of the present invention by prospecified or known. However. the number of input
viding the network with the new library vectors, one
library vector at a time. Assume that a transmittance 65 neurons, and thus the storage capacity of the neural net.
matrix T is known. and one wishes to update the matrix
can be increased anificially by establishing hidden layers of neurons. Ar .In example. consider the exclusive or
with a new library vector f. As illustrated in FIG. 7 for
a three neuron network. the product T.f projects the
(XOR)operation that has the following truth table

-.

ou,put

0

0

5

In each column, the first two numbers represent the
inputs, and the third number represents the output. The
neural nets described to this point cannot perform the
XOR function, because the number of input-output 10
relationships (four) is greater than P, the number of
specified input states (two). This can be stated diflerently by noting that the matrix F p
(,

I5

is not full column rank. However, in accordance with a
further aspect of the present invention, the matrix Fpis 20
augmented with two new rows, such that the resulting
matrix is a full rank. The augmentation cannot be accomplished by synthesizing new rows as linear combinations of the first two rows, because the column rank
would not increase. However, almost any noniinear 25
combination of the first two rows will, in general, increase the matrix rank. As an example, a first additional
row can be synthesized by setting each of its values
equal to the exponentiation of the sum of the first two
by 30
rows,
a second new row can be
each of its valuer equal
the cosine of the sum
of the first two rows multiplied by 9,,., This choice of
nonlinea"ties
is
arbitrary. ~h~ augmented
library matrix F- is
35

40

The new value for the number of input states is four.
which is equal to the number of inpur-output relationships. Thus, the new transmittance matrix T' formed
from F - via Equation ( 5 ) will produce a neural net of
increased data srorage capacity.
lmplementation of hidden layers can be accomplished in a straight forward manner using the system
architectures previously described. In particular, two
additional steps are required. First. Z hidden neurons
are synthesized using- Z different noniinear relationrhtps. ana used to ca.culatc lhc augmented tnlerconnecr
mxrna T - Sccond. the rlrctncal input rlqnals provlded
to the inout LED arrav are ~ a s s e d f i r s chrouih
t
a suit.
able noniinear electron;^ network. a=,indicatei to FIG.
8. Thus P electrical input signals are provided via bus
180 to nonlinear elect>oni& 182, and the electronics
generates Z additional signals. each of which a related
in a nonlinear wav lo the P orininal inout sienals. to
produce P + Z electrical input signals on bur I@.
The
P - Z electrical inpur signals are received by input LED
arrav 186. and used lo k n e r a l e the ootical in&r sienals.
while the preferrei embodimenr; of the invention
have been illusrrated and described. variations will be
apparenl to those skilled in the an. Accordingly. the

.

-

scope of the invention is to be determined b y ~ e f e r e n c e
to the following claims.
T h e embodiments o f t h e invention in which an exclusive propeny o r priviledge is claimed are defined as
follows:
1. An optical neural net memory, comprising:
a spatial light modulator including an array of modularor elements arranged in a plurality of rows and
one o r more columns. each element comprising an
input aperture, an exit aperture, and means for
modulating a property of light received at the input
apenure to produce modulated light at the exit
apenure;
optical feedback means for combining, for each column, the light exiting from the exit apertures of the
elements in the column to produce an optical feedback signal for the column:
optical input means for receiving one or mor optical
signals and one o r more optical feedback signals
and for conveying each input and feedback signal
to the input apertures of the elements o f an associated row such that each input and feedback signal
is associated with a different row: and
Output means for providing one o r more output si3"31s. each output signal having a magnitude corresponding to the intensity of a different one of the
feedback signals.
. 2. The neural net memory of claim 1. wherein the
Spatial light modulator comprises one o r more ~ r e d e r e r mined feedback rows and one o r more predetermined
input rows. wherein each input signal is conveyed to the
input apertures of the elements of an associated input
row. and each feedback signal is conveyed to the input
apertures of a corresponding feedback row.
3. T h e neural net memory of claim 1. further comprising;
an array of optical sources:
selection means for selecting one o r more optical
sources to be active sources:
means for providing one or more electrical inpur
signals to the selected active sources such that the
active sources provide optical input signals:
and wherein the neural net memory comprises first
and second spatial light modulators, each spatial
light modulator comprising an array of modulator
elements. wherein the optical feedback means includes means for combining. for each composite
column comprising a column of the first spatial
light moduiator and an associated column of the
second spat~allight modulator. the light exiting
from the exit apertures of the elements in the composite column to produce an optical feedback signal for the composite columns, each feedback sig- '
nal being associated with a different row of the
second spatial light modularor, whereln the optical
input means compness first and second optical
input means, the first opticai input means including
means for receiving the optical inpur signals and
for conveying each input signal to the input apertures of'the elements of an associated row o f the
fin1 spatial light modulator, such that the inpur
signal from each source is associated with a different row of the first spatial light modulator, the
second optical input means including means for
receiving the feedback signals and for conveying
each feedback signal to the input apertures o f the
elements of an associated row of the second spatial
light modularor. each feedback signal being associ-

11
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ated with a different row o f the second spatial light
where F is a matrix formed from the library vectors, the
modulator, and switch means for blocking one o r
R library vectors comprising a plurality of data vectors
more feedback signals such that when a parlicular
representing data stored in the neural net memory, and
row of the first spatial light modulator receives an
one o r more hidden vectors, each hidden vector cominput signal, the feedback signal is blocked for the 5 prising a nonlinear combination o f the data vectors.
corresponding row of the second spatial light modwherein the neural net memory further comoiises a
ulator.
nonlinear electronic circuit connected to recei\,e .A
4. Th neural net memory
claim
wherein
electric input signals, the nonlinear electronic circuit
modulator element has an optical transmittance and
comprising means for producing D
electric
modulates the intensity of light received at the input 10 input signals such that each
electric input
apenure to produce modulated light at the elit aperis a nonlinear comb~naIionof the first
cure.
electric input signals, and wherein the neural net mem5. The neural net memory of claim 4, wherein the
ory funher comprises an array of optical sources conneural net memory stores R library vectors each o~
length L, R being less than or eoual to L. and wherein I5 nected to receive the electncal input signals and to
produce corresponding optical input signals.
thetransmittances of the modulitor elements are pro.
12. An optical neural net memory, comprising:
porrional to the elements of a transmittance
T
substantially identical first and second spatial light
iormed according to
.
modulators, each spatial light modulator comprisJ = flF'R-1F'
20
inq.a first half and a second half, each half comorising an arrzy of modulator elements arranged in a
where F is a matrix formed from the library vectors.
oiuralitv of columns and one o r more rows. each
6. The neural net memory of claim 5, wherein the
element comprising an input aperlure. an exit aperneural net perform the iteration
ture. and means for modulating a property of light
25
received at the input aperture to produce moduS ( m - I)=:V.T.Slmi
lated light at the exit aperture. the columns of the
first and second halves being positioned such that
where SO is the state vector indicative of the intensities
they are aligned as extensions of one another:
of the feedback signals, m is a time index. and N is a
node operator that forces one o r more elements of the 30 optical feedback means associated with each spatial
light modulator, each feedback means comprising
stale vector to be equal to an input vector f,~indicative
means for combining the light exiting from the exit
of the intensities o f the input signals.
apertures of the elements of one of the rows from
7. The neural net memory of claim 5, wherein the
one of the halves of the first spatial light modulator
neural net performs the iteration
with light exiting from the exlt apertures of the
35
elements in a corresponding row of the other half
of the second spatial light modulator to produce an
optical feedback signal for the rows:
optical input means associated with each spatial light
where S p O is a state vector indicative of the intensities
modulator and feedback means, each optical input
of the feedback signals. Tp is a matrix representing the
means including means for receiving one o r more
rows of the transmtttance matrix associated with the
optical input signals and one o r more optical feedfeedback srgnals. and fp is an input vector indicative of
back signals and for conveying each input and
the intensities of the input signals. '
feedback signal to the input apenures o f the ele8 . T h e neural net memory of claim 1. wherein the
optical feedback rneans comprises a plurality of fiber- 45
ments of an associated column of the associated
optic cables, one fiber-optic cable being associated with
spatial light modulator. each input and feedback
each column and its associated row.
signal being associated with a different column: and
9. The neural net memory of claim 1,further comprisoutput means for providing first and second output
ing an LED array for providing the optical input sigcorres~ondinp,
signals
.
- to the first and second feed.
nals.
back signals. respectively.
10. The neural net memory of claim 1, wherein the
13. The neural net memory ofclaim 12. wherein each
optical input means comprises means for focusing each
modularor element has an optical transmittance and
optlcal input or feedhack signal in a direction normal to
modulates the intensity of light received at the input
the associated row and lor spreading the optlcal input
aperrure to produce modulated light at the exit aperor feedback signal in a direction parallel to the associated row.
14. The neural net memory of claim 13. wherein the
11' The neural net
of 'Iaim
wherein each
nueral net memory stores R library vectors each of
modulator element has an optical transmitance and
length L. R being less than L, and wherein the transmit.
modulates the intensity of light received at the input
@
lances
Iof the modulator elements are proportional to the
apenure to produce modulated light at the exit aperelements of a transmittance matrix T formed according
ture, wherein the neural net memory stores
library
'O
vectors each of length L. R being less than o r equal to
L, wherein the transmittances of the modulator eleT=RFrn-'Fr
ments arc proponional to the elements of a transmit- 65
lance matrix T formed according to
where F is a matrix formed from the library vectors.
15. The neural net memory of claim 14. wherein rhe
T = R F ~ ~ - I F ~
neural net performs the iterations
@
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where Sp'O
and Sp-' 0 represent the positive and
negative elements, respectively, of a state vector corresponding to the intensities o f t h e feedback signals. TQ+
and Tq' are each matrices representing the positive and
5 negative elements, respectively, of the columns of the
transmittance matrix associated with the feedback sig11
nals, and fp* and fp- represent the positive and nesativc
elements. respectively, of an input vector indicative of
intensities of the input signals.
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